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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Production is on the way up. In the past month dry gas production hit 73 Bcf/D and rose to its highest levels 
ever for this time of year. Production will get another boost up when Rover Pipeline and other infrastructure 
projects finally come online. But at the same time that production is rising, demand is rising too. Power 
generators are switching back to gas due to cheaper gas and more expensive coal. LNG exports are climbing 
with the startup of Train 4 and both industrial demand and exports to Mexico are on the way up. The net 
outcome of supply and demand are best expressed through storage changes. The last two injections were 
very small and strongly bullish. Injections will recover due to mild weather at the start of August, but expect 
the market to move higher if any sort of normal summer heat returns. 
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August Weather Outlook

AUGUST STARTS MILD
Continuing the theme of the summer, temperatures in much of eastern half of the country will start the 
month below average. Overall, the summer has been fairly mild and periods of warmer weather haven’t 
lasted long enough to push up power demand. Still, if there is more sustained heat than expected in the 
second half of the month, especially in demand centers on the East Coast, prices will press higher.

The above forecast is from the European computer model. It has been more bearish than the US model and 
has been calling for a cool first half to August for a while. In the past few days the American models have 
leaned towards the European’s more bearish outlook.

Shown above is the 32-day temperature forecast that goes through late August.
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Production Revision

UPDATED PIPELINE DATA SUGGESTS EVEN MORE PRODUCTION
Recent pipeline data was revised mid-July and indicates that production has been reaching higher levels 
than previously thought. Above is the revised production over previously recorded levels and below is the 
difference between the revised amount and earlier estimates. Gelber believes that the pipeline data was not 
taking into account newly completed pipeline supply laterals. After the revision, dry gas production passed 
above the 72.5 Bcf/D that Gelber expected by August.
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Production Rising
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PRODUCTION ABOVE 2015 AND 2016
Although it got off to a slow start this summer, production has been on a clear upward trajectory since April.  
Dry gas production made substantial gains in July as has approached 73 Bcf/D and surpassed levels in both 
2015 and 2016. The trend is likely to continue through the summer, especially if the Rover and other pipeline 
takeaway capacity comes on-line in the Northeast. Production will likely make a new record later this year.
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Hydro Falling
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HYDRO GENERATION BEGINS DECLINE
Near-record hydro levels in 2017 displaced demand for natural gas in California and the Northwest through 
the first half of 2017, but data from the EIA indicates that hydroelectric power generation tends to peak in 
May or June and drop off sharply by August. As such, Gelber believes that the largest effects from hydro are 
over and natural gas will begin to regain some the demand that hydro forced out. There have already been 
signs from the Bonneville Power Administration in the Pacific Northwest that hydro generation peaked in 
mid-June and began its descent back to average levels in July. This decline will accelerate in August.
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Fuel Switching from Coal (Reprint from Forecast)
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2017 DEMAND RESPONSIVE TO PRICE
Price impacts demand via fuel switching. This relationship can be charted, and the above compares yearly 
price average (y-axis) to the yearly expected demand gains/losses (x-axis). When compared to production 
changes, fuel switching is much more responsive. With prices averaging $2.40 for the first 10 months of 
2016, the modeling suggested greater fuel switching and that was certainly the case. For 2017, prices will 
average above $3 which means that extra gas will be available as some power generators switch back to 
coal. With current prices under $3 and rising coal prices, however, power generators may be incentivized 
to use more natural gas-fired power in the short-term.

*Net supply/demand change is the change in supply minus the change in demand from 2016 to 2017.

2016 JAN TO OCT 
PRICE - $2.40

Switching to coalSwitching to gas

2017 FORECAST
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Fuel Switching Backs Up Support

FUEL SWITCHING TO GAS SUPPORT PRICES
The chart above compares gas and coal prices in MMBtu terms. Throughout 2017, the lower coal conversion 
line has provided support to natural gas. As natural gas prices dip, power generators are quick to switch 
away from coal and use more natural gas. Coal prices themselves have recovered greatly in 2017. Higher 
coal prices raise the pricing floor for natural gas where power generators will maximize their use of natural 
gas.  

Coal Price Conversion
The above converts coal from dollars per ton to dollars per MMBtu. The black line shows coal prices in $/
MMBtu but adds 30% factor to account for coal’s inferior thermal efficiency compared to natural gas. The 
purple line shows coal prices in $/MMBtu and also adds a 30% efficiency factor along with a $0.75 transport 
premium to account for coal’s greater transportation costs.
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LNG Exports - Train 4 Ramps Up at Sabine Pass
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GAS DEMAND FOR LNG PRODUCTION
It is now confirmed that Train 4 at Cheniere’s Sabine Pass LNG export terminal is receiving feed gas as delivery 
receipts to the facility indicate an amount beyond the technical capacity of the other three trains. The coming 
months should see Train 4 and gas demand for LNG ramp up even further as US LNG sees several new firsts. 
Above is modeled what potential LNG feedgas demand will look like in the coming months as it ramps up 
until Train 4 sees substantial completion sometime in October. As demonstrated in the chart, the entire train 
will likely go offline for a brief period while activities are finalized, before coming back fully into service. When 
operating at full capacity, the Sabine Pass terminal can utilize just over 3.2 Bcf/D of feed gas. Towards the end 
of the year, gas demand for LNG may even surpass these levels as Dominion’s Cove Point export terminal 
begins receiving small amounts of feed gas as well. LNG exports can be expected to increase even further in 
2018 when other export facilities also begin operations.
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Summer Home in the Range

PRICES WITHIN SUMMER RANGE OF $2.90 TO $3.10
The market has kept a tight range this summer almost exclusively between about $2.90-$3.10. There is 
strong price support near and slightly below $2.90/MMBtu going back as far as last July where the market 
has repeatedly found a way to bounce off this price. Any significant heat this month could easily have the 
market back to $3 and above towards resistance at $3.10. On the other hand, the weight of repeated disap-
pointing forecasts may finally send prices crashing through its $2.90 support if they continue through August. 
The next area of support could be as low as $2.55/MMBtu.
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Storage Injections

SUMMER INJECTIONS LARGELY BELOW AVERAGE
The majority of storage injections this summer have stayed below the 5-year average and the injection 
season is now into its second half. The last two weeks saw especially small injections as cooling demand 
hit its highest levels of the summer. Mild weather at the start of August will likely push injections closer to 
the 5-year average and put a damper on prices. 
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STORAGE LEVELS STAY BELOW LAST YEAR BUT ABOVE 5-YEAR AVERAGE
In 2017, storage levels have been generally falling relative to the 5-year average since April. After starting the 
year below the 5-year average, storage has climbed above the average and stayed there. The injection rate 
has been below the 5-year average most of the summer, and especially small injections the last few weeks 
have total storage moving closer to 5-year average levels. Cool weather and some slightly larger injections 
to start August will help to maintain the gap above the 5-year average and allow storage to keep its path 
sandwiched between 2016 and average levels through the end of the injection season.
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Market Demand Strong 

STORAGE MODEL RESIDUALS DISPLAY STRONG DEMAND AMID RISING PRODUCTION
Natural gas demand is more than keeping pace with rising supply as displayed by Gelber’s storage model 
residuals shown above. After peaking in early June, the residuals are following a similar path to 2016, as 
demand out paces supply. This summer’s negative residuals resemble the years 2016 and 2012.

*Storage Model Residual Definition:
The above chart shows storage model residuals. Storage model residuals are created by subtracting 
Gelber’s weather based storage estimate from the actual weekly storage change. This essentially removes 
the weather component from storage changes, leaving the non-weather balance of supply and demand. 
Positive residuals imply an oversupplied market and negative residuals imply an under-supplied market
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Prices in Negative Residual Years

HIGHER PRICES FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
The chart above shows pricing outcomes for the remainder of the year after averaging the negative residual 
years together (years 2012 and 2016 - shown in blue) and the positive years together (years 2013-2015 - 
shown in red). With firmly negative residuals (see prior page) this year should follow the blue line. Therefore, 
expect prices to rise this fall and into the early part of winter. 
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